
Strangulation, choking,
drowning, & losing air

Strokes, tumors, infections,
seizures, & aneurysms

Poisonings or substance
misuse leading to overdose

Collisions with motorists,
pedestrians, or transportation

Gunshot, violence,
assaults, or abuse

Blasts or falling and
hitting the head

WHAT IS A BRAIN INJURY?

Non-Traumatic Brain Injury

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)

the injury occurs inside the body, there
was nothing external that caused it,
leading to brain cell death and blood or
disrupting oxygen access.

injury occurs from jolts or blows to the
head outside the body, breaking or
movement within the skull causing
bruising, swelling, bleeding, or twisting.

We all have stumbles, accidents, or close calls.
For some people, these are more than fleeting
moments and instead leave lasting change. The
brain is an important part of your body, sending
stop and go signals, acting like an airport hub to
the rest of the body. It allows you to think, feel,
move, see, and everything in between.
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The Brain Under Construction

Tasks or thoughts may be more
challenging with injury, like the
brain is a road under construction. 
Brain cells may become severed,
stretched, broken, or disconnected. 
Like a road, these connections end
up with "traffic cones," "pot holes"
or "closed lanes" leading to traffic
and needing a potential detour. 
Similarly, it can be frustrating and
tasks or thoughts take longer.

Overwhelmingly Invisible

You might be wondering, "why am
I just learning about this now?"
Your injury may have happened
months or years ago, maybe
misdiagnosed or never detected. 
You might be replaying the times
you felt like your brain wasn’t
working right, felt foggy, got tired
easily, swung through emotions, or
when it was hard doing things you
used to – like working on slow Wi-
Fi or thinking through molasses. 
Many of these changes, like the
wind, are not easily seen just by
looking. It can make you feel
"stupid" or "crazy" and make it hard
for others to understand why you
might be acting differently even
though you look "just fine."

WHAT NOW
NC Brain Injury Screening Solutions

You have screened positive for Brain Injury
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NC Brain Injury Screening Solutions

Resources, services & help are available

Brain injury does not change who you are - your strengths, talents, worth, and spirit. It does
not make you broken or abnormal. Screening for brain injury allows for understanding
yourself, how brain injury might impact your daily life, and determining how to best access
services and live your best life, as independently as possible. A positive screening does not
mean a positive diagnosis, but can educate your next steps.

Getting Better &
More Involved

medical home health,
companion care, respite

supported apartments/ living,
group/alternative homes,
skilled nursing

lawyer, social services, case
management, State/Medicaid
Services, guardianship

Home & Personal Care

Residential & Management

Assistance & Advocacy

Getting Ahead &
Having Help

physiatrist, primary care
physician, neurologist,
chiropractor, ophthalmologist,
neuropsychologist, federally
qualified health center (FQHC)

hospital/medical center,
emergency medical services
(EMS), urgent care, behavioral  
or crisis clinic, concussion
clinic, emergency department

Medical & Diagnostic Support

Emergency Support

physical, occupational, speech,
vestibular, cognitive, art, music,
animal therapies

social worker, support group,
counselor, neuropsychiatrist

day program, recreation,
assistive technology, 
 employment, education

Rehabilitation

Mental Health

Day/Living Support

WHAT TO DO NEXT? Below are examples of helpful services depending
on your goals and stage in your journey after injury.

You are not alone in navigating this and help is available. Try not to be discouraged if it takes
multiple connections or second opinions. Check accepted insurance or funding options. 



HELPFUL STRATEGIES
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Striving for progress, not perfection

Scale back and build up your tolerance to activity (i.e. add 30 more minutes each day), break
things down into smaller steps, and focus on your breath when you get overwhelmed.

Take your time, go slowly

Keep important items in designated places (out of sight, out of mind), use labels, post-its,
images, or color code to make them easier to find.

Simple & organized information is best for attention

Treat your brain like a funnel - less is more when it comes to your surroundings (distractions,
lights, noise, movement). Wearing a hat, sunglasses or earplugs may help with overstimulation.

Reduce the amount of information

Break down directives or activities step by step - multitasking or switching back and forth too
often can lead to exhaustion, forgetting, or overload.

One instruction, question, or task at a time

Don't rely on just told information - write it down in a planner, notes on your phone, notebook,
voice note, post-it, checklist, or add a calendar event with an alert.

Written & verbal cues when possible

Avoid feeling exhausted by resting throughout the day, from screen time, standing, or mental
focus - set up alarms to cue breaks or use timers to help get started.

Breaks are helpful for the brain

Keep important items in view and create a similar schedule every day/week to help with
memory - chunk your time to stay active (ex. consistent sleep and set times, 1 hour of therapy, 1
hour social time, 1 hour games, 30 minute chores, etc.).

Often is better, routines help

Be patient with yourself and others, it might take you longer to process information - advocate
for supports or adjustments needed. When talking with others, repeat what you heard back to
them to make sure you understood correctly. Ask for others to break it down or demonstrate.

Ask to summarize, repeat, or rephrase

There is no perfect roadmap, but progress is possible. With time, repetition, support, and
determination, the brain's connective highway is able to change. Developing strategies
can help further to compensate or adapt for changes in function. 

Change doesn't happen over night - much like a rowboat does not get to a place in an
instant. It takes slow, consistent strokes. Be kind to yourself on good days and bad. Just
keep rowing. Here are some possible supports:  Remember ROWBOATS

Every person experiences brain injury differently.
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Brain Injury Association of North Carolina

Testimonial

Dedicated Guidance
to Local Supports
We offer guidance to different services
available related to brain injury, support
groups, and offer technical assistance.

Better Understand
the Impact of Injury
Get access to handouts, training, toolkits,
podcasts, conferences, blogs, learning
events, magazines, and more to help better
advocate for the services needed to thrive. 

Affecting Service
Change & Policies
We engage in efforts of public awareness to
help understand and prevent injuries, in
addition to active advocacy involvement to
help elevate voices impacted by brain injury.

How We Can Help

Help, Hope, & a
Voice for People
with Brain Injury
We are statewide nonprofit striving to create an
inclusive community for individuals, families, friends, and
professionals impacted by brain injury in North Carolina

With limited resources and an unknown future
ahead, it can be overwhelming trying to
navigate life after brain injury. The Brain Injury
Association of North Carolina (BIANC) hopes to
be that connection, reduce isolation, and
promote quality of life with direction to
education, support, awareness, and advocacy.

"Life was full of activity until an auto accident
changed everything. Suddenly no job. No
interactions with groups and no obvious signs
anything was wrong. BIANC has provided
guidance to various training, messages, support
groups, the website, and educational resources.
The Brain Injury Association of North Carolina is
considered to be a lifesaver because I fit in with
other people that understand and know what I am
going through." 

www.bianc.net

bianc@bianc.netGIVE US A CALL

(919) 833-9634


